
Offline Learning Activity for 
Concurrent Comp II  

 

Week 11: March 16-20 

Topic: Trifles  
Time: 150 minutes 

Overview 
Welcome to Week 11! This is the first week of the drama unit. In this unit, you all will 
read 3 plays, and we are going to start with Trifles by Susan Glaspell. This is a short 
one-act play loosely based on the murder of John Hossack, which Glaspell reported on 
while working as a news journalist for the Des Moines Daily News. Hossack's wife, 
Margaret, was accused of killing her husband. However, Margaret argued that an 
intruder had killed John with an axe. She was convicted but it was overturned on 
appeal. Later, Glaspell reworked the plot and characters into the short story "A Jury of 
Her Peers."  
 
Note: Your guiding questions are still not a graded assignment, but they will help you 
analyze the text and study for your test.  

Daily Outline  
Day 1: Read Trifles by Susan Glaspell p. 1165 
Day 2: Answer Guiding Questions  
Day 3: Answer Guiding Questions 
Day 4: Literary Criticism and Trifles 
Day 5: Literary Criticism and Trifles 

Objectives 

After completing this activity, students will be able to . . . 

● Analyze the purpose of dialogue in a play  
● Analyze character and setting in a play  
● Evaluate how character, symbolism, and setting contribute to theme  
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Activity 1: Guiding Questions 
1. How do you explain the play’s title?  In what ways does the ironic title of the play shape 

its meaning? 
2. How does the setting of the play contribute to our understanding of Minnie Wright’s 

position? 
3. How does the entrance of the characters distinguish between the men and the women? 
4. How can Hale’s description of Minnie Wright as she sits in her rocking chair be 

interpreted from a female point of view rather than the male one what Hale provides? 
5. Is there any doubt that Minnie Wright killed her husband?  In what ways might her trial 

be affected if Minnie Wright was facing a court at the close of the 20th century rather 
than at its start? 

6. How should we interpret the behavior of Mr. Henderson, the county attorney?  Why is 
Mrs. Hale so annoyed by him? 

7. In what ways can Mrs. Peters be said to be a foil to Mrs. Hale? 
8. What are the main differences between Minnie Foster and Minnie Wright? 
9. Is Mr. Wright so very different from the other men we witness in this play? 
10. Why do the men miss all the real evidence, and why do the women cover it up? 
11. Why do we never see either of the Wrights directly? 
12. In what ways is Minnie Foster related to the canary? 
13. Explain the symbolism of the house, quilt, birdcage, and bird. 
14. Is Mr. Wright really so wrong?  We are told John Wright was not a bad man, “he didn’t 

drink, and kept his word . . . and paid his debts.”  Minnie Wright’s murder of her husband 
would be condoned by feminist critics . . . as a “defiance of patriarchy.”  Was it a “crime” 
for Minnie to strangle her husband or simple justice? 

 
 

Activity 2: Trifles and Literary Criticism  

Literary criticism is "the art or practice of judging and commenting on the qualities and 
character of literary works." Scholars often use a specific school of thought or literary 
theory to dive deeper into a literary work. You all will be discussing literary criticism in 
your research papers, so now is a good time to get acquainted with them and how they 
might drive how one approaches breaking down a specific literary text. The school of 
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thought will determine what kinds of questions the reader asks and kinds of claims and 
conclusions the person will draw.  

Choose one question from the following to address in your main post. Answer that 
question in two paragraphs. Each question is labeled with the literary criticism with 
which it belongs.  

1. Psychological Criticism (p. 1981-1984): What fears or desires motivated Mrs. 
Wright to kill Mr. Wright?  Did she have a choice?  To what extent does the 
play elicit our sympathy for Mrs. Wright and why (or why not)? 

2. Gender Criticism (p. 1988-1990): According to the play, what traditional or 
stereotypical roles are women OR men expected to play?  OR Who (men or 
women) has the power, what kind, and how do they use/demonstrate it?  OR 
Who (men or women) is oppressed, what shows the oppression, and how do 
they react to that oppression?  Be specific.  What attitude does the play 
demonstrate toward those roles or power situation?  Is it upholding, 
questioning, challenging, or denouncing (etc.) them or it?  What evidence in 
the play suggests this attitude?   

 

Grading Info 

Activity 1: Not Graded  

Activity 2: 10 points  

Reading Quiz: You will take your reading quiz when you come back to school, so 
you may consider taking notes while you read to help you remember what 
happened in the play. The guiding questions will also help you with this.  

 


